Purification of high aspect ratio gold nanorods: complete removal of platelets.
Because physical and chemical properties of nanostructures strongly depend on their shape, it is of great importance to find either synthetic or separation techniques that can produce objects of a particular shape in a pure state. This manuscript describes a solution to a long standing problem of separating 2D platelets from 1D nanorods. The key aspect of our approach relies on the partial dissolution of faceted platelets with Au(III)/CTAB complex that transforms them into smaller nanodisks. Because of the reduction in size, the 2D structures become fully soluble in water and can be separated from the nanorods that undergo slow precipitation. In addition, the isolated nanodisks can be converted back into initial faceted platelets upon treatment with Au(I)/ascorbic acid mixture. As a result of these simple procedures, a seemingly inseparable mixture of rods, platelets, and spheres is converted into nearly pure individual components.